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MLHC-35 Connector module 
 
Our amplifier module range is based on the international well known 
ELEKTOR design called “HEXFET amplifier”. Due to our completely 
different way of thinking when it comes to PCB design and layout, 
mechanical and thermal stress, magnetic interference, EMI, etc., an 
ELTIM amplifier built with these module looks and acts a bit 
different. In order to make a true difference, the regular known  
power amplifier schematics are split in a voltage- and a current stage board in order to provide the long list 
of demands. We also separated the Power Supply part (except on CS-40ps) from the amplifier electronics. 
So, a functioning ELTIM amplifier is based on at least a VS-, a CS- and a PS-module. In order to match your 
demands we have stacked power supply modules, sitting in a sandwich on top of the amplifier modules and 
high power L- mounted modules where also a protection and a monitoring board can be mounted. 
 
 
This MLHC-35 PCB highlights: 
 

o Effective, stacked sandwich construction between CS- and PS modules. 
o 35mm VS-module sits in between PS- and CS-module, surrounded by current less copper, ground connected. 
o Gold plated connector bridge with multiple pin connections, for direct contact with CS- and PS board. 
o Enables extra connection of external power capacitor banks, 2-pin or 4-pin by choice. 
o No wiring needed, except for external capacitor connections. 
o Dimensions: 200x110x10mm. 

 

 
 
 
CONNECTOR FUNCTIONS 
The bottom connector of our CS-modules are meant to connect a symmetrical power supply to it.  
The PS-80/120/165 Power Supply module fits to this connector, while stack mounted on the corresponding  
CS- module. With the supplied 35mm long connector in a PS-kit, all connections are set, so you only need to 
connect a double windings transformer to it. 
 
If you believe the PS-capacitor bank is not enough, you could mount this MLHC-35 instead of this long 
connector.   Then you can connect external capacitors like the high current MUNDORF MLHC’s as well.
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This board separates the PS-module output rails (+. gnd and -) and the CS-module input rails (+, gnd and -) 
from each other. By a clever way of mounting some 6,3mm solder tongues, it is possible to either mount the 
2-contacts MUNDORF MLHC, or the even better performing 4-contacts MLHC+ high current capacitors. 
 

 
 

By mounting 4 vertical positioned tongues exactly in the horizontal middle of the board, +, GND and – rails  
of both modules are connected by this tongue and you can connect 2x MLHC caps to these tongues. 

 
By mounting 2 pairs left and right of the board and four horizontal in the middle, all rails are connected  

by the FOUR leads of a MLHC+ capacitor, just the way it is meant to be 

 
 

 
 
 
With our designs we hope and expect one can construct useful, stable, high-end, long lasting and easy to build 
DIY amplifiers. Perhaps you have your own idea’s as well how to use them.  
 
 
Check our website for ordering 
 
 
If you have questions or comments on this project, let us know!  

 
 

These designs are copyrighted  
by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2016 © 
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